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Colorado State University Crops Testing program annually collaborates
with university breeding programs and seed companies to conduct variety
trials to provide unbiased and reliable performance results to help
Colorado crop producers make better variety decisions. These variety tri-
als allow universities and seed companies an opportunity to screen elite
experimental lines for adaptability to diverse and variable Colorado crop-
ping environments and to determine which experimental lines to promote
toward official release. Seed companies can use results to make variety
marketing decisions. Some trials are also part of CSU’s formal education
efforts- graduate thesis research and undergraduate training- as universi-
ties train the next generation of the world’s plant breeders. CSU extension
agents and CSU Agriculture Experiment Station personnel participate in
conducting these trials and use trial results to make agronomic and variety
recommendations to Colorado crop producers.    

This publication marks the first time CSU spring crop performance trial
results have been published by the High Plains Journal and we are thank-
ful for their collaboration. Selected dry bean, corn (irrigated, dryland, and
silage), sunflower, soybean, oilseed-for-biofuel, and proso millet trial

results are featured in the following tables. Please note that these tables are
intended to be stand alone and self-explanatory. The complete set of 2007
crop performance trial results for each crop are available on the Crops
Testing website: www.csucrops.com. Variety descriptions for some crops
and crop performance trial results for previous years are also available at
the same site. 

The map below provides the approximate location of these trials within
eastern Colorado. Some of the trials are conducted on CSU Agricultural
Experiment Stations and others in superior farmer fields. We are especial-
ly thankful to the collaborating farmers, whose names are provided at the
bottom of each trial results table, who donate their land, time, and equip-
ment to CSU to provide these results to Colorado crop producers. These
trials are made possible with funding from seed company entry fees, fund-
ing from the Colorado Dry Bean Administrative Committee and the
Colorado Sunflower Administrative Committee, grants from Anheuser
Busch, the Colorado Department of Agriculture, and the Colorado Water
Resource Research Institute.

2007 Colorado Spring Crop Variety Performance Trial Results

Colorado State University Crop Testing: Jerry J. Johnson, Jim Hain, and Alicia Davisson
Introduction
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Table 7 Continued.
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All dryland variety trials are more variable than irrigated trials and dry-
land corn variety trials are more variable than most dryland crop trials.  Skip
row yield trends indicate that at Akron and Dailey (lower yield environ-
ments in 2007), the plant-2-skip-2 configuration increased yields on the
average by 16%. At Sidney and North Platte (higher yield locations), con-
ventional full row configuration plots out-yielded the skip row configuration
by 17%. Skip row planting appears to be advantageous in lower-yielding
environments and disadvantageous in high yielding environments. 

At Akron, where the skip row yield advantage was most remarkable, all
varieties yielded higher under skip row than under full row, with increases
varying from 5% to 60%. At North Platte, where full row yield advantage
was most remarkable, all varieties yielded higher under full row, with spe-
cific variety yield increases varying from 8% to 27%.

2007 Colorado and Nebraska Skip Row vs. Full Row Dryland Corn Variety Trial
CSU Crop Testing, Alex Pavlista, Glen Frickel, Robert Klein, and Jeffrey Golus
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